Beginning of the end? Ending the therapeutic relationship in palliative care.
Hersh (2010) raises important issues regarding the ending of the therapeutic relationship. In this paper, we will explore this concept in relation to speech-language pathology (SLP) and palliative care. Palliative care aims to affirm life and minimize the complications of life limiting disease. Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) work with people with progressive and life limiting disease as rehabilitation experts but often work independently of specialist palliative care teams. Rehabilitation may seem incongruent with palliation but SLPs have a vital role in the empowerment of patients with communication difficulties and symptom reduction through specialist dysphagia management and communication therapy. This is vital in the last months and weeks of life. Starting and closing episodes of care remains a challenging area for therapists. SLP membership of palliative care multidisciplinary teams is limited and there may be a lack of understanding between professionals regarding the SLP role. In this paper we will use case studies and the palliative care literature to define a role for rehabilitation and the transition from supportive to palliative rehabilitation and closing episodes of care.